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ZEKLER 412RDB & 412RDBH* 
Comfortable earmuffs with built-in FM 

stereo radio, level-dependent monitoring 
function and Bluetooth® wireless technol-
ogy. Music streaming pauses and the FM 
radio is lowered for incoming calls; for 

safety reasons the level-dependent monitor-
ing function is retained. Good attenuation 

for low, high and medium frequencies. 
Headband with fork-mounting and the 

wide sealing cushions give a constant head 
pressure and comfortable use.

ZEKLER 412RD & 412RDH*
Comfortable earmuffs with built-in stereo FM 
radio and level-dependent. The microphones on 
the cups’ front take in the ambient sound so that 
you can hear what’s happening around you and 
facilitate communication with your workmates. 

ZEKLER 412S & 412SH* 
Comfortable earmuffs with built-in stereo FM radio 
and level-dependent monitoring function. The micro-
phones on the cups’ front take in the ambient sound 
so that you can hear what’s happening around you 
and facilitate communication with your workmates.

*All our hearing protection comes for helmet mounting. You will find all our products on our website.

HEARING PROTECTION
Hearing is one of your most important senses and we would like to show you the best way to  

protect your hearing when you are at work. First and foremost 100% usage applies and to wear hearing protectors 
an entire day means they must fit perfectly and make you feel content and at ease.



ZEKLER 36 - HI VIS
Lightweight safety spectacles in a stylish design with thin side pieces. 
Weight 16g. Nose bridge and lens in polycarbonate, where the lens 
is also provided with scratch and fog protection and UV protection. A 
tight fit for increased comfort and protection in combination with hearing 
protection.

LIGHT  
WEIGHT HERO 

Super light protective eyewear to provide the ultimate fit. Thanks to the weight of 16 grams together with the fit 
gives a feeling and perception that you do not wear any glasses, an important aspect for us in the work to get 

more people to really protect themselves at work.



At Zekler we specialize in hearing protection,  
eye protection and respiratory protection. 

We believe that personal protective equipment shouldn’t  
get in the way of you doing your job – it should make your 

working life easier. This is why our products are not only designed 
to keep you safe but to stay focused as well.  

Discover Zekler and enjoy safety.

ZEKLER 72 Frame with a clean and streamlined design.
The material choices are made to create as low total weight as possible in combination
with high wear resistance. The thin shawls not only make the model sit comfortably, but also the 
glasses close tightly to the ear when using earmuffs. A soft nose bridge provides extra comfort. 
All lenses for the Zekler 72 are both scratch- and fog-proof and can withstand UV 400.

ZEKLER 71 Stylishly designed with clean and
simple lines combined with high wear resistance, comfort

and function. The shells are designed to be so
thin as possible, it improves the tightness of the ear when using earmuffs while 

making the glasses extra comfortable to wear.
The model has a soft and malleable nose bridge for added comfort.

All lenses for the Zekler 71 are both scratch and fog protected and can handle
UV 400. Available in clear, yellow and gray lens.

ZEKLER 73 is a further development of Zekler 71.
The model is based on the same classy expression but has more setting options to not only its good - but perfect. Among other 
things, the lens angle is adjustable and with the help of an innovative locking mechanism it can be locked in its position. Thanks 
to this, the glasses will retain their setting - even if they are worn in the pocket, for example. For further customization, the length of 
the skull is adjustable and the nose bridge moldable to provide optimal fit regardless of face shape. All lenses for the Zekler 73 
are both scratch- and fog-protected and can withstand UV 400. 



ZEKLER 802 S & L
Disposable earplug 
in sizes Small (S) 
and Large (L) to fit 
most ear canals. The 
material’s composition 
allows the earplug a well-balanced 
expansion.

ZEKLER 922L Formgjuten flergångspropp i 
TPE-material, helt utan silikon. Proppen har styvt skaft 
men mjuka, följsamma flänsar. Materialet mjuknar 
av kroppsvärmen, vilket gör att proppen anpassar 
sig snabbt efter hörselgången. 

ZEKLER 901 
Lightweight earplug 
where the strap is 
worn under the chin. 
The oval earplug fits 
the ear canal opening 
and provides a 
comfortable level of 
protection which sits 
properly in position. 

Spare earplug

Small and 
large

Zekler 401, 401H*, 402, 402H*, 403 & 403H* 
Hearing is one of your most important senses and we would like to give you the best way to protect your hearing when you are at work. First and foremost 
100% usage applies and to wear hearing protectors an entire day means they must fit perfectly and make you feel content and at ease. This passive 
hearing protection comes in three levels. 
LEVEL 1 Good attenuation that suits a low noise level in industrial environments. Especially good attenuation at medium and high frequencies.
LEVEL 2 Higher attenuation in both low and high frequencies, for a more demanding noise environment. 
LEVEL 3 Extra high attenuation particularly medium and low frequencies. 

ZEKLER 412S Streaming
With all new powerful speakers and great connectivity, 412S will make 
you look forward to wearing hearing protectors.

ZEKLER 412SH  
Streaming

ZEKLER 1502, 1502V A high performance 
mask with very high filtration efficiency and pro-
tects against fine dust and particles during one 
work shift (NR). The exhalation valve efficiently 
ventilates moisture, heat and carbon dioxide 
and provides a comfortable use. The premium 
mask is available in two sizes for exceptional 
comfort and optimal fit. For the highest possible 
safety – even for people wearing glasses.

ZEKLER 1503V Samma fördelar som på 
1402V med en högre skyddsklass FFP3. 

Protection class FFP2

Protection class FFP3

For helmet

For helmet

For helmet

For helmet



At Zekler we specialize in hearing protection, eye protection 
and respiratory protection. We believe that personal protective  

equipment shouldn’t get in the way of you doing your job – it should  
make your working life easier. This is why our products are not only  

designed to keep you safe but to stay focused as well. 
Discover Zekler and enjoy safety.
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Vistaforsvägen  | 523 85 Ulricehamn | Sweden  |  info@zekler.com  | +46 321 506 00 |  www.zekler.com 


